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It's the most wonderful time of the year . . . for rugged ranchers to fall in love! Diana Palmer spins

two fan-favorite tales of love, joy, and happily-ever-after under the mistletoe. WINTER ROSES

Handsome rancher Stuart York was never one to mince words. Ivy Conley, his younger sister's best

friend, found that out the hard way. During a night's stay at his Jacobsville ranch, Ivy wound up in

Stuart's arms. Knowing she was too young for him, Stuart closed his heart to her. Now, years later,

Ivy is determined to be treated like a grown woman. But can she tame the one man determined to

avoid her embrace? CATTLEMAN'S CHOICE Carson Wayne has come to Mandelyn Bush with the

ultimate request: he needs her to teach him how to treat a lady. There's no doubt he asked the right

person. Beautiful Mandelyn is as polished and feminine as Carson is rough and reclusive. It's too

intriguing a challenge for Mandelyn to turn down. She's always been curious about what lies

beneath the outlaw's hard shell. But what she didn't count on were her own feelings for the

irresistible rebel.
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''Palmer...is the queen of desperado quests for justice and true love.'' --Publishers Weekly ''Diana

Palmer is a mesmerizing storyteller who captures the essence of what a romance should be.''

--Affaire de Coeur

Diana Palmer, the author of more than one hundred books, got her start as a newspaper reporter. A



New York Times bestselling author, and voted one of the top ten romance writers in America, she

has a gift for telling the most sensual tales with charm and humor. She lives with her family in

Cornelia, Georgia.

A very good read and I enjoyed it

This was a fairly typical Diana Palmer book. If you're looking for something more racy this wouldn't

be the book for you. While I appreciate the morals included in DP's books I can't but find the

heroines portrayed as simple-minded. I don't think having a firm stance on sexual promiscuity needs

to be mutually exclusive with an intelligent woman. For this reason I think it's better to skip this book.

These are 2 of my favorite DP books in one volume. I enjoyed reading both of them again.

Book is like many that she wrote. I like her books and have read a lot of them. Basically the

characters are pretty much alike. Man hates women and woman is madly in love with man.

There is nothing that this author writes, old or new, that i won't buy to read and re-read later'-- as far

as I am concerned this author is the QUEEN of romance writers

Diana Palmer hasn't let me down yet. Another great read.

I always enjoy Diana Palmer> I have most of her books and past few years always required about

the new releases to buy
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